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Startups are innovative companies who have ideas for the betterment of the society. But, due to 
limited resources, and highly expensive testing procedures, they invest less time and money in 
securing their website and web applications. Furthermore, cyber security education lacks 
integrating practical knowledge with educational theoretical materials. Recognizing, the need to 
educate both startups and students about cyber security, this report presents Secure Startup - a 
novel system, that aims to provide startups with a platform to protect their website in a cost-
effective manner, while educating students about the real-world cyber skills. This system finds 
potential security problems in startup websites and provides them with effective solutions through 
a crowdtesting framework.  Secure Startup, crowdsources the testers (security experts and 
students) of this system, through social media platforms, using Twitter Bots. The basic idea behind 
this report, is to understand, if such a system can help students learn the necessary cyber skills, 
while running successful tests and generating quality results for the startups. The results presented 
in this report show that, this system has a higher learning rate, and a higher task effectiveness rate, 
which helps in detecting and remediating maximum possible vulnerabilities. These results were 
generated after analyzing the performance of the testers and the learning capabilities of students, 
based on their feedback, trainings and task performance. These results have been promising in 
pursuing the system's value which lays in enhancing the security of a startup website and providing 
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 As any business endeavors to develop in today's aggressive innovation spurred world, one 
of the biggest challenges that they must confront and continually address is cyber security. Startups 
are innovative companies who have ideas for the betterment of the society. They have limited 
resources, and redoubtable competition, which drives them incessantly to deliver ingenious 
products and services. Consequently, startups dismiss other concerns and invest less time and 
money in cyber security. Hence, this makes new companies amazingly defenseless against digital 
assaults, producing the need to perceive the significance of digital security and actualizing safety 
efforts when the organization is as yet youthful. There are many solutions to offer, but today’s 
vulnerability solutions have its own set of pros and cons. Some of the solutions require a large 
amount of investment, while others are human-centric, which are dependent on skill sets and 
project time constraints, and other solutions are dependent on online scanning tools which have a 
low coverage and higher percentage of false positives [1]. This report presents a strategy which 
consolidates the best of minds and machine by using social computing methods and crowdsourcing 
to investigate and report potential vulnerabilities. The advantage of using crowdsourcing is 
reduced time and cost, along with efficient results generated by diverse class of people [2]. Hence, 
implementing the system using crowdsourcing model is a better approach. 
 Wikipedia defines crowdsourcing as, a specific sourcing model in which individuals or 
organizations use contributions from Internet users to obtain needed services or ideas [3]. In 
simpler terms, an organization posts a task on the web and various people complete the task to 
earn incentives offered by the organization. Based on the above concept, this report presents a 
model for crowdsourcing cybersecurity, where best personalities and best techniques from social 
media platforms will be utilized to expose security flaws underlying in a startup’s website and will 
also remediate them quickly. However, to implement crowdsourcing, additional contemplations 
should be taken to obtain reliable results. Section 3 provides a detailed information on the practices 
used to develop the crowdsourcing model that best fits the needs of this system. 
 On the other hand, cyber security education lacks integrating practical knowledge with 
educational theoretical materials. Educating students on cyber security requires profound teaching 
of various cyber-attacks and its consequences. But, this has merely become theoretical and lacks 
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thorough practical experimentation [4]. It is important that students have a hands-on experience of 
different security techniques. This practical experience will bear maximum benefits if the 
experiments were connected based on real-world problems and under the supervision of security 
experts. There is also a need for information sharing on cyber security [4]-[6]. Collaborations can 
help such information sharing as they give an opportunity to students to gain professional level 
experience on security activities.  
 This report presents a novel system called Secure Startup, that crowdsources students and 
security experts through learning opportunities to find vulnerabilities in startup websites and 
provide solutions through which website owners can protect their products. This system will not 
only benefit startups, but will also help students learn new techniques. Students will get an 
opportunity to showcase their skills by investigating the startup website and enhance their skills 
by learning new techniques under controlled supervision. This learning experience can act as an 
informal professional certification which will help students in their future careers. Figure 3.1, 
presents an overview of Secure Startup. The system first recruits a set of potential crowd workers 
on social media platforms through chatbots. The crowd workers in this system are: professional 
experts working in the industry, professors interested in cyber security and students majoring in 
computer science. Section 3.1 provides in depth explanation on the process used to recruit crowd 
workers while eliminating the entry of malicious workers. Once the crowdworkers are recruited, 
they are asked to participate in a testing platform for content sharing and completing the given 
tasks. The tasks are based on different security techniques that will be used to scan the website for 
vulnerabilities and remediate them. Experts can participate in technique sharing and monitoring 
the students, while students are responsible for completing the tasks. The tasks completed by 
students are analyzed by the experts who create a report listing all the vulnerabilities, solutions 
taken to resolve them and measures to be taken to avoid them in the future. This report will then 
be sent to the startup for mitigating their resources and understanding the concepts of cyber 
security that were missing from their website.  
 The remainder of this report is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the 
related work in the areas like, various security testing approaches used in the organizations, 
educational methods used to teach students about cyber security and crowdtesting. The working 
of the system is explained in detail in Section 3. It describes the method adopted to hire the most 
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reliable crowd workers, the methods used to generate efficient results and the design of the system. 
This section is followed by Section 4, which describes the metrics used to evaluate this system. 
Section 5 presents the results after analyzing different potential and noteworthy aspects of this 
system, which is flowed by Section 6 that discusses the results obtained and gives a broader picture 
of the approaches used. Technical challenges and limitations are analyzed in Section 7. Finally, 




















2. RELATED WORK: 
The related work for the proposed system can be classified into three areas: (a) cyber security 
education (b) web application security/vulnerability testing and (c) social media chatbots 
2.1. CYBER SECURITY EDUCATION:  
 The previous four decades have seen the computing field grow dramatically where cyber 
security has also found its significance in recent times. The field of cyber security is also 
continually extending, with more spaces to secure and more approaches to assault. Intrusions are 
harder to distinguish and aggressors are more equivocal. Cyber risk is now one of the highest 
priorities for organizations as the hackers of recent times have the capability to attack every system 
and service connected to the internet which can lead to disruption of the organizations’ economy. 
These cyber-attacks will eventually have its impact on customers as attacks usually involve data 
breaches, which leads to the loss of user’s personal information. There are experts who believe 
that the topic of cyber security is over-hyped and is now used as a medium to induce fear by using 
terms such as ‘cyber-warfare’ which is designed to provoke an emotional rather than a rational 
response [7]. But, regardless of which view one may take, clearly digital security is perceived as 
an undeniable point and one worthy of discussion [8]. It is worth noting that, organizations have 
started to realize the importance to incorporate security into every product, framework and service 
provided to its customers. Hence today’s leading companies need skilled IT talent who can 
comprehend the current and developing cyberthreat condition, to successfully confront highly 
vulnerable cyber attackers, and help them stay competitive in the market. However, a recent 
research study has reported a lack of cyber-security skills within organizations [9]. The Global 
Information Security Workforce has predicted that over the next three years, demand for personnel 
with relevant security skills may rise 13 percent each year. Thus, students need to have key digital 
abilities to be competitive in today's workforce as no organization would hire graduates without 
sufficient knowledge to deal with the incoming cyber-attacks.  
 Apart from lack of skilled labor in this field, we need to understand that everyone is 
vulnerable to such threats. Each of us, in whatever part we play in life, must make decisions about 
digital security that will shape the future well.  But, frequently, even if such decisions are made, 
they are managed without proper tools and technique [10]. Thus, due to the demand and intense 
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competition of cyber security talent, it is imperative that educational institutions include core 
security programs in their curriculum.  
 IT 2008 Model Curriculum perceives Security as a key component of IT instruction in the 
core and advanced curriculum [4].  Moreover, the need for security programs in the curriculum 
has been identified by many academicians [4], [11]-[15]. Advancing on such a curriculum will be 
a contributory element to the present absence of qualified experts. One of the researchers, Rowel, 
Dale strongly encouraged to consider progressed cyber security educational modules in 
establishments that offer Information Technology [4]. This new curriculum must be organized 
such that, it includes the latest cyber security standards, reports, and techniques that can build the 
students for the real cyber world. Numerous researchers have given magnificent material on 
instructive approaches for implementing a structured cyber security curriculum [4], [12], [15]. 
According to, ACM’s Computing Curricula 2001, due to the advancements in technology, other 
computer science areas such are software safety, security and cryptography are also to be 
prioritized [16]. They have identified the need to incorporate an elective course related to computer 
crime in the Computer Science undergraduate curriculum. Through this course, students will learn 
techniques to combat cyber-attacks and will also learn the basis of its origin by understanding the 
concepts of malware. Even though cyber-crime courses are being subsumed into teaching 
programs, they are still being offered only as elective courses, which means, not majority of the 
students will sign up for this course and will graduate without a solid foundation and fundamental 
comprehension of cyber world. The other drawback of these elective courses is that, not sufficient 
practical tools and techniques are implemented during the teaching process, which leads to the 
lack of necessary practical exposure. As there is an expanding need of cyber security professionals 
in companies, an approach so static is not adequate to deal with security education. A solution to 
this problem is addressed by a researcher, who suggests to include security topics in all the courses 
and relate it to the core topics appropriately [15]. Irvine and Chin also focuses on integrating 
security into existing computer science programs rather than treating it separately.  Examples for 
such an integration can be, programming classes teaching students to consider security 
implications in a program, that is being developed. Computer architecture classes can implement 
assembly language programming to build protection mechanisms. Networking courses can 
concentrate on latest security related protocols used by companies rather than the traditional 
standard protocols [12]. Another work by researchers at College of Business, Idaho State 
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University [11] propose the concept of the Design Reference Monitor. It is typically used for 
analysis and design of secure information system, during the operational maintenance and should 
be used in every step of design process.  Introducing DRM to students will help them be acquainted 
with the thought of fusing security and related issues all through the framework. This will also 
ensure a solid foundation for students to deliver quality work at their workplace and be a useful 
asset to the company. Passive computer-based and web-based training is another approach that is 
widely used by many institutions. Such trainings prepare students for companywide standard, as 
the institutions have resilience to pace the training to meet different standards. The other teaching 
approaches include game simulations like cyber-war games [4], [17] for cyber security awareness.  
 The integrating teaching approach discussed above, centers the educational approaches on 
the real-world problems by reading and understanding the underlying concepts without any 
involvement of interactive tools [18]. The gaming approach has also been proven to be successful 
in spreading basic cyber security awareness, but it still does not solve the purpose of preparing 
students to deal with threats involving higher risks in computer systems and services [4].  Web 
based training approach becomes monotonous over time and eventually does not challenge its 
users and gives no exchange to further explanation [17]. All the above approaches, have a 
theoretical training aspect to it, and are also constructive ways to deal with cybersecurity training, 
but, the essential part is to develop trainings that incorporate practical and tactical skills, along 
with critical thinking and problem solving approaches to prepare students combat industry level 
threats. Moreover, industry level professionals are required to work with an assortment of tools 
and technologies. Hence, the specialized and operational nature of cybersecurity requires students 
to be involved in experiment based learning, which provides a hands-on experience along with a 
profound comprehension of technical topics. Lotfi ben Othmane et al. performed experiments on 
teaching computer security labs at two different universities and noted that teaching computer 
security with a hands-on approach facilitates and reinforces a students’ understanding of 
networking and security issues [19]. There are also other studies that support the same direction 
[20], [21] Experiential learning approaches in the type of virtual labs, outside classroom learning 
activities and certifications based on interactive learning can help students gain necessary 
knowledge. Based on experimental based learning, Secure Startup implements another approach 
using crowdsourcing and crowdtesting, where students are given security related tasks, which will 
provide them with a hands-on experience on new tools and techniques to deal with threats 
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pertaining to websites. This is done under complete guidance of experts who rate student’s work 
and provide them with constant feedback and awards. Hence, there is always an opportunity of 
growth and improvement for the students.  
2.2. WEB APPLICATION SECURITY/VULNERABILITY TESTING: 
 Security testing is a process intended to reveal flaws in the security mechanisms of 
an information system that protects data and maintains functionality as intended [22]. In simpler 
terms it is a set of activities conducted with the intent of finding errors in web application or 
software [23]. It is performed to protect the system from vulnerable attacks and to ensure that only 
the authorized user has the access to the system’s backend and frontend functions. It involves 
investigation of major loopholes which can cause harm to the system by an unauthorized user [23].  
 Security breaches and use of malware attacks are at a rise, which directly leads to loss in 
economy. Apart from economic loss such attacks also damage the brand image and reputation of 
the organization. Organizations develop several web applications for their clients and customers, 
which have now become an integral part of everyone’s life. These days, we use web applications 
on a daily basis for shopping, entertainment, chatting, video calling, and dealing with other 
technical activities. Most of these applications require authentication and access to a user’s basic 
profile. This information is stored in a database which is used by the organization to construct 
queries [24]. Such databases, if are not protected effectively, can act as paradise for hackers who 
are waiting to steal and misuse this data. This is merely, one of the ways of attacking a web 
application. There are numerous other loopholes in a website through which attackers can entirely 
destroy an application and then use the data obtained from it, to fulfill their malicious purposes.  
Hence, every organization needs to take substantial security measures, while developing 
applications, to prevent any conceivable loss to its economy and to keep the customer’s data safe 
[25].  
 Security testing is a crucial and complicated step, as it involves testing every part of the 
web application and considering every possible scenario in which the application can fail to be 
secure. Therefore, integrating security techniques as one of the phases of the development lifecycle 
is important.  Security testing demands constant scrutiny and expertise of a professional. Security 
expert is required to have a solid understanding of the website/web application and intrusion 
prevention mechanism. Due to the number of tools, techniques and rapidness required to complete 
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this process, a team of effectual testers must be setup. Hence, organizations need to invest, enough 
resources that can sustain effective security testing to stay secure from data breaches or other types 
of cyber-attacks and to ensure confidentiality of its customer’s data.  
 Security vulnerabilities are not just identified with security functionalities at the application 
level but are also responsive to implementation details, [26] which means vulnerabilities exist in 
the application code, it can also exist in the technology that is being used to develop the website, 
the server used to store all the information, and the command line shell used while development 
[27].  Several antivirus softwares, firewalls, and intrusion prevention systems are available in the 
market to prevent malicious attacks, but, for a definite prevention and security, constant analysis 
needs to be performed at every phase of network interaction [26]. There are numerous number of 
attacks these days, which are used to exploit an administration’s data. To remediate them, it is 
necessary to understand the motive of the attack, the network which includes the devices attached 
and the access levels, and the port/part of the website that has been attacked. This involves a lot of 
resources of the organization. By this time, the organization must have already faced a significant 
amount of loss, and at the same time investing in resources needed to countermeasure the attack 
can be detrimental to small or newly opened businesses. Hence, the saying, “Prevention is better 
than cure” should be adapted by every single organization and should integrate security tests in 
their application development. This will ensure that the website or the web application is fully 
protected, avoiding any loss of sensitive data, and harm to the company’s reputation.  
 There are different approaches used by software security practitioners to detect risks and 
threats pertaining to a website. Any testing method can uncover possible risks and vulnerabilities 
[28]. But, it is important to adapt a technique that suits the business requirements. This report 
discusses four approaches, commonly adapted by organizations these days for testing the security 
of a website. 
2.2.1. SOURCE CODE REVIEW: 
 As most universities, do not have cyber security as a core part of their curriculum, graduates 
hired to develop applications are not aware of the importance of implementing security in the code, 
which can lead to unintentional errors and vulnerabilities. Such security vulnerabilities, can lie 
dormant, sometimes for years, before discovery [29] and can be hard to fix after the application is 
ready for use. Hence, organizations require a team of security experts who can examine the code 
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to detect any existing flaws or vulnerabilities. Most organizations, implement manual code testing, 
known as Source Code Review, which is an approach that involves peer reviewing of source code 
of computer programs [30]. During the early development phases of web applications, a few 
defects and vulnerabilities are overlooked in the testing process, which can be fixed in the source 
code review [31]. Hence, source code review is usually performed manually by a group of testers 
to understand the code and fix any defects that could lead to vulnerable attacks. This is an off-line 
undertaking led by human analysts without compiling or executing the code [30]. The report 
generated after this process, is sent to the application developers, for a better guidance on the 
design and implementation of the web application. Code review, requires testers to have adequate 
experience, skills and knowledge [32] to rigorously examine the code.  
 There are several tools and technologies that have automated the source code review 
process. These tools can either perform static analysis or dynamic analysis [33]. Static analysis 
aims at determining, properties of programs by inspecting their code, without executing them [34], 
while dynamic analysis aims at finding flaws during the execution of the program [33]. There are 
several research works, on analyzing the effectiveness of different tools and softwares used for 
source code reviews [29], [33], [35], [36]. One such work by Jason Remillard, illustrates the 
comparison results of five different softwares [35]. He reports that, the static technique is an 
effective approach, but none of the softwares provide a complete solution for all kinds of 
inspection. An alternative solution provided in his work, is to use a software that best suits the 
technologies used in the application development, to detect maximum flaws, and then assign 
manual processing to testers, to examine the code for any other missing functionalities. Another 
empirical study conducted by Edmundson et al., hired 30 developers to do a manual code review 
of a web application. The application had seven known vulnerabilities that included, Cross-Site 
Scripting, Cross-Site Request Forgery, and SQL Injection. The findings of this work were: 
a) none of the subjects found all confirmed vulnerabilities,  
b) highly experienced tester does not necessarily mean that the reviewer will be more accurate 
or effective,  




 Source code Review is an effective method in establishing security in a web based 
application, but one cannot rely on this approach completely. The manual process is very costly 
and time consuming. It requires skilled labor, which is not easily available, therefore, the review 
process is sub-contracted to a third-party consulting agencies, which adds to the cost. Hence, we 
require better techniques, to conduct security testing of a website, which are not only cost-
effective, but can generate results quickly and efficiently.  
2.2.2. PENETRATION TESTING: 
 Penetration testing is a comprehensive method to test the complete, integrated, operational, 
and trusted computing base that consists of hardware, software and people [37]. In this method, 
the application is stressed from the point of view of the attacker by issuing a large amount of 
malicious interactions [38]. The steps involved in this process, are similar to the steps taken by a 
hacker to attack an application. But, the penetration tester needs to have permission from the owner 
of the website, before conducting the test, and that differentiates him form a hacker and makes this 
approach ethical.  At the end of the test, the tester has to submit a final report, which comprehends 
information on all the types of attacks that were injected into the application to detect 
vulnerabilities and the results obtained through these tests. This test ought to be managed without 
informing the employees of the company, as they are conducted to reveal the security flaws of the 
application. The advantage of penetration testing is that, the testers do not require access to the 
source code, which ensures the authenticity of the code and avoid risks of any type of code 
manipulations.  
It is important to conduct penetration testing for various reasons: 
a) It will provide a real-time experience in dealing with an intrusion that could possibly enter 
the website. 
b)  It helps in revealing the weak aspects of the security measures taken during the 
development phase.  
c) The reports generated at the end of every test process will help in organizing any future 




d) It gives an opportunity to test out new technologies before they are used on project 
development. It’s much easier and cost-effective to test and change new technology, while 
no one is depending on it. 
 Penetration testing involves the serial execution of automated tools and generation of 
technical reports, but is not restricted to these steps [39]. The testing process described by Bacudio 
[39] involves (1) Information Gathering Step, (2) Vulnerability Analysis Step, (3) Vulnerability 
Exploit Step and (4) Test Analysis Phase.  
In the first step, the testers have to gather information about the website and the target network. 
The information gathered in this step will act as the base, for the actions to be taken in the next 
phase. The testers in the second phase use the information gathered from the previous phase, and 
examine the website to scan any existing vulnerabilities. Once the scan is completed, the testers 
will have a thorough knowledge of the types of vulnerabilities that exist and then will begin 
exploiting them in the next step. Exploiting vulnerabilities usually also help, explore other flaws 
of the websites. Hence, this approach involves intense detection and exploitation steps. The final 
step which is the test analysis phase, generates a detailed report on the types of attacks undertaken 
for exploitation, the list of vulnerabilities detected and the steps taken to resolve them. It also 
details the security measures to be taken, for future considerations.  
 According to Bacudio, [39] success of penetration testing depends on two important 
factors: the approach and the penetration team. In his work, he states that, a penetration test will 
be successful if a systematic and scientific approach is applied and all the tests and vulnerabilities 
are documented at every phase of the process.  Selecting the best testers also contributes to the 
success of penetration testing. They should be selected based on their experience, knowledge and 
reputation in the industry. These efforts ensure the safety of an organization, its systems and its 
services.  
 Penetration testing can be conducted manually and can also include, use of automated tools. 
Manual testing is done in depth, while automated testing cannot be used to explore in depth 
functionalities. In manual testing exploiting one vulnerability, usually leads to exploration of other 
hidden vulnerabilities. This cannot be achieved by working with automated penetration tools. But, 
Manual pen test is time consuming and requires a team of knowledgeable testers. Automated tools 
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complete the job fast, but can be very costly depending on the type of tool required. Hence, to 
achieve best results, it is important to use both these approaches in correct context. Automated 
penetration tools can initially be used to fix the basic and easily detectable flaws and then testers 
can manually perform deep penetration tests to lock the website securely. Penetration testing is the 
most commonly applied mechanism, used to gauge software security, [37] but it is one of the 
expensive approaches as it involves the use of both man and machine. Secure Startup is a system 
being developed for startups, who need cost-effective testing resources and approaches. This 
method though being effective cannot be independently used by startups. Hence Secure Startup 
tries to implement other alternative testing method, which are similar to penetration testing, or 
black box testing, as this approaches does not require access to the source code and Secure Startup 
also guarantee every startup organization, that tests will be performed without having access to 
their source code.   
2.2.3. VULNERABILITY SCANNERS: 
 Automated Scanners are regularly utilized by organizations to test web applications against 
vulnerabilities, as they are viewed as the easiest approach to test web applications [1]. These 
scanners examine the website for vulnerabilities and report them to the organizations, so that the 
developers and testers can take necessary steps to resolve them. Most of the time, vulnerability 
scanners are considered same as automated penetration testing tools. Vulnerability scans are used 
to identify vulnerabilities, and document them, whereas penetration testing tools exploit 
vulnerabilities using custom exploit scripts and injection scripts. These tools also document 
vulnerabilities, but they are documented along with the solution taken to fix the defect. So, it can 
be said that penetration test tools are vulnerability scanners, but the vice versa is not possible. 
Vulnerability Scanners store different types of potential vulnerabilities in their database and scan 
for only those known vulnerabilities.  
 There are different types of scanners each with different goals [40]. Some scanners are 
developed to report only a certain type of vulnerability, while others claim to report all the known 
vulnerabilities. Scanners can easily help identify vulnerabilities in the website and the network 
under which the website is deployed. It also helps in tracking the devices present in the network 
that interact with the website/web application. This information is important to organizations, to 
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manage their security policies. These scanners also reduce the work load of a testing team, as the 
number of tests to be performed by the testers will be reduced.  
 The assessments of vulnerability scanners are based on signatures of operating systems 
used, services running, and their corresponding vulnerabilities [41]. This method leads to several 
false negative alarms, because the attackers these days, modify the malware, to match the signature 
of the operating system. There has been a lot of work done on analyzing the effectiveness of 
vulnerability scanners [1], [41], [42]. A study conducted by Fonseca, [1] analyzed 3 different 
leading scanners based on a method of, injecting realistic software faults in web applications in 
order to compare the efficiency of different tools. The results obtained from this study, shows that 
all the three scanners were not successful in detecting a considerable percentage of vulnerabilities, 
and the reports generated by these scanners were also completely different. Another study by 
Holm, studied seven different scanners, and concluded that, though scanners are useful and 
important, but organizations cannot rely on them completely, as they are capable of detecting only 
a subset of vulnerabilities present in the website and the network. There was another study 
conducted by Concordia University College of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, [42] which examined 
three scanners used for detecting only SQL injections. They observed that, all the three scanners 
were poor at their tasks, because the attack codes used to exploit SQL injections vulnerabilities 
were very weak. The scanner was not even aware whether the first step of the attack was 
successful. 
Most of the studies, do not encourage the use of vulnerability scanners due to its incapability of 
detecting all the vulnerabilities existing in the network. They include modules that guide them in 
the scanning process. A website is scanned against these modules and results are generated, 
without considering false positives and false negative values. Hence, a human is required to 
examine the results again which is going to take extra time. In addition to this, scanners can only 
detect those vulnerabilities that can be verified by its built-in plugins, which limits its application 
purpose. Hence it is necessary to plan and perform a website testing carefully, and should not be 
dependent on the results generated by a vulnerability scanner.  
2.2.4. CROWDTESTING: 
 Crowdtesting, or crowdsourced testing, has gained a lot attention in recent years because 
of the value achieved by the crowd which cannot be accomplished by the interior testing team [43]. 
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It is a specific application of crowdsourcing in the domain of software development [44]. In 
crowdtesting, the security procedure followed, to test a system, is crowdsourced to different people 
in the form of tasks, using the social media platforms, crowdsourcing platforms, emails, or 
organization’s website. Testing can be quick, with quick ramp-up and ramp-down, in different 
environments and situations [45]. These tasks are completed by crowdworkers to earn incentives. 
This means, that the organization does not have to hire a team of specialists to complete the security 
or vulnerability tests for their products, as these tests are being performed by a varying and a much 
larger group of professionals for a lesser disbursement. There are several crowdtesting platforms 
that help deliver bug reports, run tests on the functionalities of web application and secure it against 
cyber threats.  
  With the advances in technology, securing a product or a service can be challenging. Any 
website or web application that is developed will encompass different skills and disciplines [46]. 
So, the security tests also should be performed in all disciplines, involved in the website 
development, which makes the testing process quite complex, involving several aspects and 
scenarios to be considered. Hence, it, is vital to hire testers, who possess expertise in wide-ranging 
areas, to focus on multiple branches of the application/website. While it is possible to have 
professionals, learned in numerous territories of data security, it is hard to hold staff who are 
specialists in more than a couple branches of technology [47]. Also, the expenses involved in 
setting up a lab, that has diverse devices to support the testing process on every technology is 
extremely high. Crowdtesting enables organizations to get their products tested on all major 
platforms, devices, system configurations and country or region-specific aspects under real-world 
conditions as, the tasks are performed by a large group people possessing diverse skills and 
knowledge [48]. So, crowdtesting is a great opportunity for generating efficient results by being 
able to test all the areas of the website /web application.  
 Crowdtesting is an approach where the testers are located in different horizons and time 
zones, and they are also intellectually dissimilar, which makes, synchronizing the entire testing 
process extremely difficult for the organization. Therefore, organizations usually build a common 
platform or use the existing crowdtesting platforms to distribute tasks, monitor the workflow, and 
provide constant feedback to its testers and manage the working of huge pool of testers [49]. These 
platforms also act as medium for testers to interact, share their knowledge and hold discussions. 
So, the crowdsourcing platform should also have necessary tools and channels, for direct 
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communication. The testers are usually anonymous and the tasks are independently performed 
[50]. So, the testing platform should be able to screen test, the crowdworkers for safety drives, 
before assigning them on the security testing project. This will help reduce the number of cheating 
cases, and will also ensure that the testers are trustworthy and will not try to misuse any information 
of the website.  
 Crowd testing is not a replacement for traditional testing, but it provides good value when 
the right crowd is chosen [43]. Crowdworkers or testers are individuals who should be selected 
based on their profile, experience and knowledge on the subject of testing. Diversity of the crowd 
is also beneficial for the system, as testers with different capabilities and experiences will have a 
different approach to solving a problem. This difference in approach can help discover maximum 
number of flaws and vulnerabilities.  Hence, the crowdsourcing platform should rightly select the 
crowd for obtaining effective test results.  
ADVANTAGES: 
Crowd testing brings diversity to testing techniques, works with low-cost testing devices, and 
ensures better test coverage across multiple geographic regions [51]. The crowdworkers belong to 
different geographical regions, which can make cost of labor less expensive, as cost of living varies 
from region to region, causing a difference in wages.  
The testing process is faster with crowdtesting. As there are numerous testers working on the 
investigation process, the speed significantly increases when compared to the test speed of an 
organization’s testing group which consists of a small batch of people. But, more number of people 
always does not imply to resourceful results. Apart from, hiring more number of crowd workers, 
hiring efficient and experienced workers with solid understanding of testing can help improve the 
output of the testing process. There are various other ways of motivating workers to perform well 
and meet the standards expected by the customer. Hence crowdtesting is not only a fast testing 
process but can also produce resourceful outputs.  
Crowdtesting model is endlessly flexible [52]. It provides a massive pool of testers, with diverse 
background. But it is necessary to select the right crowd, based on the type of system to be tested. 
This can be done by building or using the right platform, that can provide its customers the 
flexibility to choose the testers based on their desired characteristics.  
It is an effective way to get boots on the ground to test the app in the real world [52]. On a wide 
scale, virtualized testing is used to create real world scenarios. But crowdtesting, provides an 
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opportunity to test the app in the real world, which will help the developers have a better 
understanding on the shortcomings.  
 Along with the benefits offered by crowdtesting, there are also certain risks and challenges 
associated with it. The biggest concern is testing the integrity of a crowd-worker. It is difficult to 
predict if a crowd tester will not indulge in malicious practices to harm the system under test. It is 
also important to use a well-designed platform for effective communication with the crowd.  Most 
of the crowdtesting platforms available in the market today, pay their workers for the tasks 
completed by them and they usually have hundreds of testers participating in their crowdtesting 
platform. Hence, this method can still not be entirely cost-effective for startups as their resources 
are very limited, and they would not want to indulge in security projects that involves extra 
expenditures.  
 Crowdtesting has several advantages over traditional testing methods, but it also cannot be 
used without understanding its shortcomings. Before using any platform, all the challenges should 
be considered to obtain flexible and varied solutions. Secure Startup builds on this approach to 
develop a platform that can help startups, test their website effectively, understand the challenges 
faced by crowdtesting, and use techniques to overcome them.  
2.3. SOCIAL MEDIA CHATBOTS:  
 Chatbots are algorithms designed to hold conversations with a human. Based on this same 
design, social media bots were created which is also a computer algorithm that automatically 
creates content and connects with people on social media platforms [53]. These bots are being 
developed to provide useful services like, responding to business enquiries, providing customer 
care services, and posting news feeds for different companies. There are many research works that 
explore different possibilities of utilizing social bots for different causes [54], [55]. One of the 
previous social experiments conducted by Aiello [55] aimed to explore the influence of a social 
bot in the dynamics of online social media. His investigations uncover that an unreliable 
individual, like a bot can turn out to be extremely important and persuasive through extremely 
straightforward automated activity. Another research work, aimed to use online bots to call 
volunteers to action [54]. They present a real-world possibility of utilizing online bots by making 
use of different strategies. This work also shows that strategies known to be viable when utilized 
by people were not as powerful at the point when embraced by online bots. This suggests that 
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social bots, are more effective in conveying messages to a very large group of people and helping 
them realize their social responsibilities and call them to action. Secure Startups, advances on these 
findings to use social bots in hiring testers, on one of the social media platforms, Twitter. Section 
6.1 discusses, different methods adopted by Secure Startup to hire maximum testers, from different 
technical backgrounds and knowledge.  
Based on the literature survey, we understand that,  
a) Students need more practical awareness on cybersecurity.  
b) Source code Review is a costly and time consuming approach. 
c) The use of a vulnerability scanner cannot reveal all the vulnerabilities, as there is lack of 
comprehensive scanner that can detect all kinds of vulnerabilities. 
d) Crowdtesting is an effective way, to test websites for vulnerabilities, but it is difficult to 
trust an unknown crowd, to not harm the system under test.  
e) Students interested in learning cyber security, need to have practical exercises along with 
the theoretical knowledge to advance their understanding. 
To the best of our knowledge, there is no system, that is particularly developed to help startups 
test their websites securely in an inexpensive way, and simultaneously help students learn practical 












3. SYSTEM:  
 Secure Startup is a web based platform that startups can use to test the security of their 
website and it can also be used by students to learn new cyber skills. It is based on the concept of 
crowdtesting, where security experts and students are crowdsourced to complete tasks related to 
testing a website for vulnerabilities. This system makes it simple to setup explorative tests while 
allowing startups to specify special and confidential test related instructions and setting up a budget 
for the test process. This system is designed: 
a) to provide a crowdtesting platform, for better test coverage in a cost-effective manner.  
b) to make use of OWASP Web Application Testing Methodology, to test startup website, 
c) to provide an educational experience with hands-on component for students and, 
d) to utilize the expertise of security experts, who can maximize the quality of solutions 
suggested by students. 
 Figure 1 shows the overview of the system, where chatbots play a major role in 
crowdsourcing the testers. Chat bots use social media platforms to search for potential security 
experts and students, and encourage them to participate in this system. They also direct interested 
users to register for Secure Startups where they get an opportunity to learn cyber skills and 
showcase their skills to secure a startup’s website.  
 
Figure 3.1: System Overview 
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 This section describes how Secure Startup works, by describing the procedure of selecting 
testers and the testing workflow used to detect vulnerabilities in the website.    
3.1.  TESTER SELECTION:  
 Selecting testers is a critical process, as their skills and values determine the success of this 
system. Hence, the goal of tester selection is to ensure that each test task, is taken by the right tester 
[48] who can complete it with utmost sincerity and without indulging into malicious activities. 
Testers are selected through social media platforms. Social media is now an integral part of 
everyone’s life and is one of the prime mediums for mass communication. Such platforms have a 
crowd with different background, goals and expertise. Everyone is constantly active and is engaged 
in different campaigns, causes, groups, etc. This social nature of social media platforms, aids the 
task of conveying messages and selecting crowd workers in an easy manner.  Hence, this makes 
social media an ideal online space to select crowd workers [56]. There are different social media 
platforms that can be used to select diverse testers. Twitter is one such platform that has been 
constantly used by different crowdsourcing groups. Deploying online chat bots on social media 
platforms makes the entire selection process automated and hassle free. Secure Startup uses 
Twitter bots to select testers who can chat with different users and identifies potential testers for 
this system. Twitter API allows creation of interesting chatbots with very limited set of restricting 
policies. Discoverability of this bot is also easy with Twitter, when compared to other social media 
platforms. 
 
Figure 3.2: Tester Selection Process 
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 Figure 3.2, explains the tester selection process using twitter bots. Testers for this system, 
are broadly classified into two main categories: (a) Security Experts, (b) Computer Science 
Students. Security Experts can be industry professionals who have a greater experience and 
knowledge on different cyber-attacks and remediation methods. They can also be educational 
professors and researchers who have thorough understanding of cyber security. It is important to 
include security experts in this system, as their expertise will ensure professionalism and quality 
of work. Students mostly comprise of undergraduate and graduate level students who are studying 
in the field of computer science or any other related field.  
 In the tester selection process, twitter bots, streams for live tweets related to a given 
hashtag. The hashtags used for streaming are strict cyber security terms [see Table 3.1] which are 
usually used by cyber professionals or people interested in the field of technology. As the bot 
streams for cyber security tweets, it simultaneously stores the tweet and the username in an Excel 
spreadsheet. This information will later be used to contact these twitter users. Figure 3.3 displays 
a screenshot of the bot streaming different twitter users based on the hashtag #cybersecurity.  
 
Figure 3.3: Screenshot of the Bot Streaming Twitter Users Based on #Cybersecuirty 
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Table 3.1: Hashtags Used for Streaming Live Tweets 
 We then, extract each username from the excel spreadsheet, and manually crawl the 
descriptions of their twitter accounts and their tweets. First, the information on the spreadsheet is 
crawled to identify genuine users. If a user’s information does not provide necessary details from 
the spreadsheet, then we crawl through the twitter feed of that particular user. This is done to filter 
all the twitter users, based on their qualifications, interests and knowledge. This step also ensures 
that the twitter bot does not tweet about the system to any malicious user. Upon crawling and going 
through the user’s twitter account, we were clearly able to identify, different security experts, 
students with computer background, malicious users, and spam accounts. Figure 3.4 shows a 
screenshot of an Excel sheet, that contains a descriptive user information for crawling their data. 
Every user that matches the standards, required by Secure Startup, is stored in a separate excel 
sheet. These users will later be contacted by the online bot to participate in the system. Table 3.2 
shows examples of different Twitter bio’s that has been used to understand a user’s interest and if 
the account belongs to a genuine person or not. This crawling activity acts as a background check, 
to determine genuine users, their expertise and knowledge, which can be used to perform effective 
testing. 
 The excel sheet which stores the usernames after the crawling step, is divided into two lists, 
the first list consists of usernames of security experts, and the second list contains usernames of 
students. Creating such lists, makes it easier for the bot to explain the role that the user can play in 
this system, based on the category they belong to. For example, if a user is selected from the list 
of security experts, the bot will send tweets which explains their role as an expert for this system, 
which is managing the system and creating reports. If the bot selects a user from the students list, 




CATEGORY BIO DESCRIPTION 
Security Expert Julio Cesar Melo 
@JulioCyberSec 
Tweeting about #CyberSecurity, #CyberDefense, #Forensics, #Privacy, 
#Pentesting, and sharing #InfoSec news 
Specialist: Security Operations Center(SOC) 
Ca.linkedin.com/in/jcmelo 
Student Amanda Mitchell 
 @mandamarie20 
I’m just your red ray of sunshine, Fire Princess, I love Aaron B. Taylor, 
makeup, and fried chicken. CS Major, VSU ‘18 
m.youtube.com/channel/UCZRJR…  
Table 3.2: Sample Crawled Content to Determine a Potential Tester 
 
 




 The next step is to send tweets to the identified genuine users. The twitter bot, selects one 
user at a time from each category and sends a tweet, about Secure Startup, which explains the 
system, the role the user can play and the incentives that can be earned. But, Twitter imposes a 
character limit of 140 characters on each tweet. This makes it difficult for the bot to explain 
everything in detail. Hence, the bot attaches a MS Word file which describes the entire system in 
detail, along with each tweet. It is easier to build trust between the bot and a twitter user, by 
providing detailed explanations of the system, as this gives an opportunity to the user, to 
understand the system and its deliverables, and the contribution that he can make to improve the 
testing scenario and his own skills and intellect. If the user is interested in participating in Secure 
Startup as a tester, he replies back to the bot with a positive message. The bot then directs the 
interested user to register into Secure Startup, which is a web based platform for testing. Figure 
3.5 presents a screenshot of the bot sending tweets to the twitter users. 
 





3.2. TESTING WORKFLOW:  
Figure 3.6 gives an overview of the testing workflow followed by Secure Startup, which has five 
basic steps and is entirely managed by an administrator.  
 
Figure 3.6: Testing Workflow 
3.2.1. REGISTER: 
 All the testers selected by the bot, must register into Secure Startup using a valid email 
address. When the testers click on “Register”, which is the registration button on the website, they 
are required to sign a non-disclosure agreement [Figure3.7] which prohibits them from using the 
content of the website elsewhere outside this platform. This limits the effect of security breaches 
and guarantees security as testers comply to non-misusage of sensitive information. [57] Captchas 
are also included into the registration process, to filter out unreliable users and any automated 
system that tries to misuse this system.  Once the users are successfully registered, they have to 
fill in their profile and join groups. Initially Secure Startup has only two groups: Experts and 
Students, which are used by the new testers registering into the system. As the testers complete the 
tasks and trainings, they move onto the advanced level groups, based on their performance, ratings 
and learning capabilities. This process keeps the testers motivated to work efficiently. User groups 
also provide different access privileges to testers, which ensures the testing integrity.  Figure 3.7 




Figure 3.7: Screenshot of the Registration Page and Agreement Form 
 Startups are also required to register onto this platform. Once they register, they need to 
provide details about their website, instructions on testing, preference of operating system, browser 
preference, and budget. This helps Secure Startups manage the testing process easily, while 
conforming to the startup’s needs.  Figure 3.8 displays a screenshot of the startup space, where the 
startups can provide information on testing. 
 
 
Figure 3.8: Screenshot of the Startup Space 
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3.2.2. TASKS AND TRAININGS FOR TESTERS:  
 The crowdsourced testers are responsible for testing the startup’s website for 
vulnerabilities, and suggesting measures to remediate them. Secure Startup uses the OWASP Web 
Application Testing Methodology to test a website for vulnerabilities. The solutions are then 
provided by the experts to remediate any detected defect. The OWASP penetration testing method, 
does not require access to the source code of the website. Therefore, this method works best for 
this system, as no tester can manipulate the source code, which reduces the chances of security 
breaches. OWASP testing methodology, is an entire testing framework, which presents a high-
level overview on evaluating the security of a web application [58]. This testing method is very 
long and consists of different techniques, to perform 9 active tests for a total of 66 controls, so, the 
testers have to try all the techniques to safeguard the website. Scanning a website for vulnerabilities 
is complex and time consuming, as it involves processing a large volume of data, hence, it is 
important to divide all the steps into micro tasks, to manage crowdtesting effectively. This also 
helps in easy task distribution, and enables parallel execution, which makes this system much 
faster [59].  
 Secure Startup, also provides trainings to testers, to ensure that the testers are well-prepared 
to complete the security tasks, expected of them. These trainings also help testers gain incentives 
and master different concepts. Completing the assigned trainings can be a fun way of learning new 
cyber skills, for students. These trainings are also designed to ensure that testers learn configuring 
different tools, and browser settings that will be used in the testing process. It is recommended that 
testers complete the trainings before attempting the online tasks. 
 As shown in Figure 3.9, Tasks and trainings are posted on the website, which can be easily 
accessed by testers, who can then select their preferred tasks as shown in Figure 3.10 for 
completion. A student must complete maximum number of tasks, to learn various skills. The more 
number of tasks a student completes, the maximum skills can be learned. The tasks posted on the 
website are related to the techniques used to detect flaws. Hence, every task provides an 
approximate background and detailed explanation, on the security content delivered by the task, 
and the steps needed to be taken, to complete the task. This helps students to better understand the 





Figure 3.9: Screenshot of the Tasks and Trainings Posted on the Website 
 
Figure 3.10: Screenshot of the Task Selection Page 
 All the tasks have to be managed by an administrator, as Secure Startup requires generation 
of new tasks constantly, depending on the number of vulnerabilities detected and the solution 
chosen to deal with such weaknesses. Once the vulnerabilities are detected, new tasks are created, 
for the experts, to offer solutions to remediate the detected vulnerabilities. Once all the solutions 
are obtained, another set of tasks are created, where testers try to implement the given solutions to 
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fix the flaw. This chain of task creation is continued, until all the vulnerabilities are detected and 
fixed.  
3.2.3. EVALUATION:  
 
 
Figure 3.11: Screenshot of the Ratings Page 
 As the tasks are being completed by the testers, security experts provide constant feedback 
and rate another tester’s work. This improves a testers performance, and helps them easily alleviate 
to advanced levels. Figure 3.11 provides a screenshot of the ratings page used by experts who can 
evaluate and rate a testers performance. Every tester, who executes a task, will receive 10 Yash 
point, and a tester, who correctly executes the task, generating accurate result, receives 20 Yash 
points. A tester receives 50 Yash points if he provides further explanation, on his results. Yash is 
a term used to award points. It is derived from an Indian language called Hindi. This is one of the 
criteria, used by the experts to rate the performance. Security experts also rate each other’s 
performance by analyzing their task performance and feedback content. Experts receive 10 points 
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for giving feedback, and 50 Yash point for providing a detailed feedback. They also receive 50 
Yash points, for filling in each part of the report. These ratings provided by the experts, to their 
peers, help all the group of testers in advancing to the next levels. This means that every student 
has possible chances of becoming an expert in near future. As the ratings of the tester increases, 
the opportunity to advance on further levels also increases. Every tester will require to earn 5000 
Yash points, to advance to the next level. Such rating and evaluation systems, keep all the testers 
motivated to work hard, and gain expert skills. 
3.2.4. REPORT GENERATION:  
 Generating Reports, is one of the most critical aspects, of Secure Startups. It is important 
to record every detail about the detected vulnerability, so that the startups can take necessary steps 
to implement security policies, and can reuse the document to ensure safety in their future projects. 
As soon as a task is completed on the website, and a vulnerability is detected, the expert has to 
describe the vulnerability and fill in the necessary details present in the report. Other experts, can 
go through the report at any point of time, to make necessary changes. The Reports page can only 
be accessed by the experts and not by students, to ensure correctness. The details included in the 
report are maintained to be completely accurate, as startups follow the report to make necessary 
changes to their website and use the same concepts to strengthen their security policies. There are 
certain vulnerabilities, that can cannot be fixed by the testers, because the testers require access to 
the source code to make certain modifications or additions. Such vulnerabilities are listed on the 
report, along with the process to fix them. These vulnerabilities are then handled by the startups, 
who make necessary modifications to their source code to exterminate the defect. The report is 
maintained in an Excel worksheet, which can be accessed by the Experts through link available on 
the website. 
 Figure 3.12 presents a screenshot of different items in the report, which helps in storing 
every detail of the vulnerability. The report stores a vulnerability ID, the tester’s name who 
describes the vulnerability, the date of posting, the status of the defect, which shows if the 
vulnerability is fixed or not, and summary which is used to describe the behavior of the defect, and 
the measures taken to eradicate the vulnerability. If the vulnerability is not fixed, then the summary 
section is used to explain the process of eradicating the defect. The report also contains an extra 
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sheet, named as “About this Report”, which explains how to use the report effectively, for 
documenting every single detected vulnerability in detail  
 
Figure 3.12: Report Generator 
 .  
3.2.5. FEEDBACK: 
 Secure Startup provides a feedback channel to its testers, for providing quality feedback on 
this system. Figure 3.13 illustrates a screenshot of the feedback form used by Secure Startup. This 
feedback is used to analyze the effectiveness of this system, and understand its downsides. It helps 
in improving the quality of the system, for active testing. Once the testers complete their testing 
tasks and report generation, they are asked to fill out the feedback form for Secure Startup. As 
discussed previously, Secure Startup not only provides an opportunity to startups, to test their 
website in a cost-effective manner, but also helps students in learning, real-world cyber skills. So, 
the feedback channel is also used in analyzing the learning capabilities of students, and considering 
their needs to incorporate or delete any part of the training material. It also helps in understanding, 
that this system is being used and the results generated through it are accurate, while providing a 
real insight, on the system’s quality. Therefore, the feedback channel is necessary for constant 
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improvement, as it has helped in analyzing the learning capability of students and quality of the 
system, which is further discussed in Section 6.  
 
Figure 3.13: Feedback Form 
3.3. INCENTIVES:  
 Incentives play a key role in the effective utilization of crowdtesting, [2] as it important to 
keep the testers highly motivated throughout the testing process. To build the incentive structure 
for this system, it is important to understand, the different motivating factors that can help testers 
perform better. One regular approach with regards to motivation is to make a refinement amongst 
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation [60]. Intrinsic motivation occurs when an individual engages in 
an activity, such as a hobby, that is initiated without obvious outside motivators, whereas, Extrinsic 
motivation is activated by external incentives, such as direct or indirect monetary compensation, 
or recognition by others [61]. Security experts are highly motivated to conduct tests, as they enjoy 
testing and treat it as a hobby. But, at the same time students require some monetary incentives to 
conduct tests, since they treat crowdtesting as a part time job, where they can learn certain skills 
and also earn some extra cash. Moreover, a survey conducted by Zogaj [44] also showed that 
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crowd testing is a part-time work and a hobby at the same time for most of the crowdworkers. 
Hence, Secure Startups provides its testers, with both, extrinsic and intrinsic incentives. While 
tester selection, it was observed that, security experts were highly motivated and were always 
willing to help as they truly understand the need of cybersecurity education. They also want to 
help startups create a highly secure website which is a safe place for its targeted users. So, experts 
don’t necessarily require monetary incentives for their work. Moreover, due to the limited budget, 
it is not possible to provide money to all the students. Hence, Secure startup will reward a cash 
price to one expert and one student, who completes all the tasks, with remarkable performance. 
This can lead to an increase in creativity, information sharing and active engagement when hunting 
for bugs. This also helps Secure Startup in being cost effective to all the small organizations. 
Secure Startups also includes, ranking and reward system for all its testers as an extrinsic 
motivation, where every expert provides constant feedback and ratings to all its peers. The rating 
system is explained in detail in Section 3.2.3. In a previous work by LaToza, it is revealed that the 
motivational power of the points system and leaderboard, leads to an increase in the performance 













4. SYSTEM HYPOTHESIS:  
 The hypothesis of this system is that, crowdtesting platform, that includes educating 
students, leads to: 
a) Higher Learning Rate: 
i. Students complete higher number of trainings. 
ii. Students feel that by completing the tasks and trainings they can gain 
necessary skills for their career development. 
iii. Students learn better when the theoretical concepts are explained as the task 
description. 
b) Higher Task Completion Rate: 
i. Testers complete maximum number of tasks. 
ii. There is no task left unattended. 
c) Higher Task Effectiveness: To calculate the effectiveness of each task that is completed,  
  Effectiveness: 
Number of Tasks Completed Successfully
Total Number of Tasks Undertaken
∗ 100 
d) Lower Number of False Negatives: A False negative can occur when testers do not detect a 
vulnerability that exists in the website.   
The results obtained after analyzing these metrics are discussed in the next section (Section 5.2 










5. RESULTS:  
 The goal of Secure Startup is to propose a system, that can test a website for vulnerabilities, 
while educating students on cyber security, through crowdsourcing. The basic idea is to 
understand, if such a system can help students learn necessary cyber skills and also have testers, 
who can successfully run tests, generating quality results. This report also presents an analysis on 
the engagement of twitter bots in crowdsourcing testers.  
5.1. RESPONSE RATE: 
 Secure Startup uses twitter bots to crowdsource the testers. The basic task of the bot is to 
attract as many crowdworkers as possible and gain their responses to achieve faster quality results. 
To achieve its goal, the bot has to appear as a genuine twitter user, and not a spam account. Hence, 
the bot tweets content related to cyber security, is always active, retweets interesting content, and 
tries to maintain maximum followers. Table 5.1 and 5.2 presents the bot’s account details, which 
summarizes its activity and engagement on twitter.  
BOT No. of 
tweets 








158 246 112 3 93 
Table 5.1: Twitter Bot's Account Details 
 
BOT No. of Times Bot’s 
Content was Retweeted 
No. of Likes 
received 
No. of User Mentions 
SECURE 
STARTUP 
871 674 28 
Table 5.2: Analytics on Twitter Bot's Content 
 The values presented in the above tables, depicts that the twitter bot was highly active on 
twitter, which can help build trust and gain maximum responses. To crowdsource testers, the bot 
sent tweets to the experts and students, stored in its excel spreadsheet, to participate in a 
crowdtesting platform, that helps Startups secure the website. These tweets resulted in gaining 
only 2 responses. The next strategy applied by the bot, was to include one line description of the 
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system, which would help users understand the system and eventually the bot could gain maximum 
responses. The bot received 9 responses by experts, asking for additional details about the system. 
The bot managed to gain responses from experts but, this strategy proved unsuccessful to gain 
student responses because, students did not understand the idea behind Secure Startups due to the 
lack of explanation and were not motivated enough with any incentives. Moreover, twitter imposes 
a character limit of 140 characters on each tweet, which hinders the bot from providing a detailed 
explanation on this system. Hence, the third strategy applied by the bot, is to attach a word 
document, with every tweet that explains the system, the incentives that can be earned, and the 
role that each tester has to play. This strategy proved to be successful as the bot managed to gain 
higher number of responses compared to the other strategies. This strategy made the users aware 
of the system’s goal, responsibilities, motivating factors and incentives, which motivated them in 
participating in this system.  A summary of the responses obtained is represented in Figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1: Reply Rate Graph 
It is also important to analyze response rate generated from different categories of testers, that the 
bot interacts with. This helps in developing an effective bot, that can interact with every group of 
tester, in as humanly manner as possible. The response rate of each category is presented in Figure 
5.2. 
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Figure 5.2: Graph Representing the Response Rate Generated by each  
Category of Tester 
 
5.2. SYSTEM HYPOTHESIS RESULTS:   
 To analyze the system hypothesis, a crowd of 70 testers, hired from social media platform, 
were asked to Sign up for the crowdtesting platform, Secure Startup. They were then asked to fill 
in their profile on the web application. Secure Startup had a setup of 6 test tasks, and 2 trainings. 
The tasks were selected from the OWASP training guide, [58] to test a website called as, 
www.zaful.com. The given trainings were simple games, created for basic cyber security 
education. The group of testers were comprised of, students majoring in computer related fields, 
experts working in the industry, and university professors researching and interested in the field 
of cyber security. The next sub sections present the results obtained after analyzing the system 
metrics. 
5.2.1. LEARNING RATE:    
To analyze the learning rate of the students, it is important to understand: 
a) if the students complete the trainings, 
b) if the students feel that, the cyber security concepts practiced by them, in the form of tasks 
will be helpful in their career development.  









c) if the students, enjoy learning theoretical concepts, if they are explained as a task 
description for every task.  
Figure 5.3 represents the number of testers who completed the trainings. Training 1 is completed 
by 76% of the testers, while training 2 is completed by 97% of the testers. Although training 2 is 
completed by a higher number of testers when compared to training 1, the overall number of testers 
who completed both the trainings is relatively high.  
 To analyze if the students, understand the cyber skills and find this learning approach 
helpful, Secure Startups asks the students to complete a feedback form, and answering questions 
related to their learning capabilities after using this system. The results obtained after analyzing 
the feedback form, are represented in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 
 
Figure 5.3: Graph Representing the Number of Testers Who Completed the Given Trainings 
 Figure 5.4 presents students feedback for the question, “Do you think, learning these skills 
will help you in your career?” 72.8% of the testers, feel that learning cyber skills, through Secure 
Startup will help students learn the necessary, real-world cyber skills for their career.  
 Figure 5.5 presents, the results of the feedback, for the question, “How useful is the cyber 
security information given in each task?” This information is used to analyze if the testers can 
learn the theory behind each task when it is included as a task description, which explains the 
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Figure 5.4: Graph Representing the Use of Secure Startup in Career Development 
 
Figure 5.5: Graph Representing Students Feedback on the Task Description 
 
5.2.2. TASK COMPLETION RATE:  
 In this section, we calculate the number of tasks completed by each user. The results 
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Figure 5.6: Task Completion Rate Graph 
Figure 5.6 represents a graph, showing the task completion rate, of each task. It simply represents 
the number of testers, who have completed a particular task. But, the completion rate, is not a 
sufficient metric to analyze the task completion rate of the entire system, based on the given sample 
data, as it will not necessarily remain fixed for the entire system. Hence, we also have to evaluate 
the confidence intervals, to understand the feasible scope of the completion rate of this entire 
system, which determines the actual completion rate of this system. The calculations used to derive 
the actual completion rate are based on the Adjusted-Wald binomial confidence interval [63]. 
Table 5.3 presents the actual completion rate values along with the completion rate values of the 
given sample data. From the values depicted in this table, we can say that, if the observed 
completion rate for task 1 is 100%, then we can be 95% confident the actual completion rate of 
task 1 will be greater than 96%, which means that 96% of the testers of this entire system, will 
complete task 1. Similar statements can be generated for the remaining tasks. Finally, the average 














TASK TASK 1 TASK 2 TASK 3 TASK 4 TASK 5 TASK 6 
COMPLETION 
RATE 
100% 95.7% 98.5% 100% 100% 90% 
CONFIDENCE 
LEVEL 




96% 88% 92% 96% 96% 80% 
Table 5.3: Task Completion Rate Values based on Adjusted Value Binomial Confidence Interval 
 
5.2.3. TASK EFFECTIVENESS RATE:  
 Completion rate, generates values to analyze, number of tasks completed by the testers and 
task effectiveness rate is a metric to evaluate the performance and accuracy of every tester, for 
each task. It is important to evaluate each testers performance, to understand the effectiveness of 
the system. The results obtained after calculating the task effectiveness are represented in a graph, 
in the Figure 5.7.  
 
Figure 5.7: Task Effectiveness Rate Graph 
 












5.2.4. NUMBER OF FALSE NEGATIVES:  
 It is important for any software testing system to not generate false negatives. To evaluate 
the number of false negatives generated by Secure Startup, we calculated the number of users, who 
were not able to perform a task successfully, or the users who generated wrong results. The false 
negative values for each task is represented in Figure 5.8.  
 
























6. DISCUSSION:  
 The results obtained in Section 5, are used to analyze the effectiveness of this platform, as 
a crowdtesting and learning medium. We analyzed different metrics to evaluate the learning rate, 
usability, accuracy, and performance of this system. Also, secure startups, deploys twitter bots, to 
hire testers, so it is important to understand the categories of people, that the bot is interacting with, 
for it to be effective. Hence, we started analyzing the overall replies received by the bot and the 
response rate of different categories of testers. It was observed that the response rate, generated 
through strategy 3 (23%), was the highest when compared to other strategies. Although this 
response rate is higher than the other strategies, it is not sufficient in building a crowdtesting 
platform. It was observed that the lower reply rate of Strategy 3 is due to the non-availability of 
monetary incentives. Usually crowdtesting platforms, offer higher cash rewards, and cash 
payments to its testers, which results in gaining greater number of testers for their platforms. But, 
we are trying to investigate, non-monetary approaches to build a testing and learning platform, 
particularly for startups who have constrained assets. The results obtained from strategy 3, are not 
completely discouraging, as they suggest that, if this strategy is applied on different social media 
platforms, reaching out to as many users as possible, there is a high probability of crowdsourcing 
more number of testers, who will be sufficient to build a crowdtesting platform. We also evaluated 
the response rate of each tester category. It was observed that the bot received higher number of 
responses from the experts (77%). This is due to the fact that, experts value cyber security skills, 
and understand its importance in today’s world. On the other hand, students are unaware of the 
industry level security problems, and are already busy with their educational level homework and 
tests, which restricts them from participating in such systems. When we further analyzed the testers 
response rate, we found that, 48% of university professors responded to the bot, when compared 
to the industry professionals (29%). This was because the bot reached out to more number of 
professors. The overall results suggest that the twitter bot can be a helpful tool in automating the 
hiring process as it is capable of hiring a decent number of testers, if used effectively on different 
social media platforms.  
 Secure Startup provides students with a practical experience on the real-world cyber skills. 
To evaluate this system’s capability as a learning platform, we generate the learning rate of 
students. Based on the feedback, it can be noted that the students find Secure Startup as a helpful 
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learning medium that can help them enhance their cyber security knowledge by practically 
performing the security tests.  72.8% of the students consider that these cyber skills are strongly 
going to help them in their career and the hands-on experience of industry level security testing 
will expose them to real-world cyber threats. To comprehend a student’s learning rate, it is also 
important to evaluate his performance. Every task is associated with a theoretical description 
which explains the importance of the task in security testing, the procedure of conducting the test 
and sometimes an appropriate example for a better understanding of the topic. If a student 
comprehends this material well, he can then execute the task correctly. So, a student’s performance 
also determines his learning rate. It is observed that the average rate of successful task completion 
is 92.7% which demonstrates this platform’s ability to act as a strong learning medium. Secure 
Startup presents a new learning approach, where students are educated through micro tasks, and 
the results provide a positive insight on the learning capabilities of students.  
 To capture the usability, accuracy and performance of Secure Startup as a crowdtesting 
platform, we evaluate the task completion rate, the task effectiveness rate, and false negative rate. 
The task completion rate generates a binary value which helps in understanding if a task is 
completed or not. It gives a measurement of the success scenario of the system, which then must 
be constantly maintained by the testers. Every system should aim for a higher completion rate, 
where maximum number of testers complete all the given tasks. From the results generated, we 
can be 95% confident that the average completion rate of this system will at least be 96%. This 
means that 96% percent of the testers, will complete all the given tasks, leaving no task unattended. 
Thus, a startup website will be checked thoroughly, as all the given tasks will be completed by the 
system’s testers.  
 Measuring the usability of the system is an important metric, but, it is also necessary to 
evaluate the accuracy of each task undertaken by a tester. If a tester completes all the tasks, but 
only generates false negative results, then the completion rate can no longer be a valid 
measurement to analyze the success scenario of this system. Hence, we also measure the task 
effectiveness or the performance of each tester. It was observed that task effectiveness rate for the 
last four tasks, were approximately 100%, while Task 1 and Task 2 have a low performance rate 
of 81% and 79% respectively. Testers did not comprehend the instructions listed on Task 1 and 
Task 2, which led to low task efficiency rate. As the testers progressed through the tasks and started 
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receiving feedback on their work, they got a better understanding on the working of the system 
and the use of instructions under each task, and then were able to perform better. Hence, we 
understand that there is a need to incorporate a system tutorial, that explains the working of the 
platform and the vulnerability detection process, which is based on the task description and task 
instructions. This helps in preparing the testers, to deal with the process of detecting vulnerabilities 
effectively. However, the overall task effectiveness rate of this system is high enough to guarantee 
a strong testing scenario that will help startups detect maximum number of vulnerabilities and also 
offer solutions to remediate them.  
 False negative results have a negative impact on the system’s output. Hence, every security 
testing system should have a 0% false negative rate. Upon, evaluation we discovered that the false 
negative rate, of task 4 and task 5 were 0%, but similar results were not obtained for the remaining 
tasks. Task 1 and Task 2 had a relatively higher rate of 11.5% and 13.4% respectively. But, the 
advantage of crowdtesting is that that an incorrect result generated by a small group testers, can be 
overruled by the majority testers. Though we have a false negative rate of 13.2% for Task 2, the 
number of results generated correctly by the testers is 86.6%, and this result will finally be 
considered for the report generation. Hence, another advantage of this platform is that it helps in 
isolating false negatives.  
 The overall results of this system are highly influenced by the approach of microtasks. As 
the testing process was broken down into microtasks, the testers could easily understand the 
concepts, which helped them in generating greater number of valid results. Microtasks also helped 
in boosting the learning rate of students, which resulted in attaining a positive feedback on the 
learning value of this system. The final results have been positive in pursuing the system's value 
which lays in enhancing the security of a startup website and providing a new approach for 







7. LIMITATIONS:  
 Secure Startup can be used as an effective platform for crowdtesting and remediating 
vulnerabilities. However, it faces several limitations on the scope of testing. One of the factors that 
contributes to the limited scope of this system is the social media platform used for hiring testers. 
Secure Startup only uses Twitter to crowdsource testers from different backgrounds and expertise. 
It is important to explore the capabilities of other platforms like Linkedin and Facebook for 
gathering potential crowd testers. Hence, integrating Secure Startup with other social media 
platforms remains a topic for future work 
 Creating microtasks enforces overhead on the system administrator. The administrator has 
to be constantly active and create new tasks for each new vulnerability that is detected, in order to 
swiftly resolve them. Nonetheless, microtasks have been successful in gaining maximum task 
completion rate which contributes to high usability and accuracy of this system. Due to 
microtasking, testers now have to spend less time on each task, which gives them an opportunity 
to complete more number of tasks.  
 OWASP Testing Guide, provides a long checklist of tasks to be performed while testing 
[58] The insights of this report are limited, as this system is tested against only 6 set of tasks to 
analyze the tester’s performance and the usability of this system. Therefore, it is difficult to 
generalize these results throughout the system, which has about a hundred microtasks for detecting 
vulnerabilities. However, the results presented in this report are enthusiastically positive about a 
future in crowdtesting, that can also be implemented as learning medium.  
 Another factor limiting the scope of this system, is the entry of malicious testers. Secure 
Startups crawls every twitter user’s data effectively, to ensure that the bot contacts only genuine 
users. Moreover, every tester must sign a non-disclosure form, that prevents a tester from 
participating in any kind of malicious activities. But, these steps, do not completely protect Secure 






8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:  
 This report presents Secure Startup - a novel system, that aims to provide startups with a 
platform to protect their websites in a cost-effective manner, while educating students about the 
real-world cyber skills. The basic idea, is to understand, if such a system can help students learn 
the necessary cyber skills while, running successful tests and generating quality results for the 
startups. This report illustrates the design, working and the metrics used to assess Secure Startup 
as a successful learning and testing platform and it also discusses the working of twitter bots to 
hire reliable testers. We found that the trainings and expert feedback, helped students better 
understand the testing concepts, and this lead to an increase in their task performance. We also 
observed that the overall task effectiveness rate of this system is high enough to guarantee a strong 
testing scenario that will help startups detect maximum number of vulnerabilities and also offer 
solutions to remediate them. Crowdtesting framework, which involves the use of microtasks, 
helped in isolating the false negative values generated by this system.  
 Secure Startup, has been developed with an intention to help startups remain secure as they 
are the group of organization who are the most vulnerable to cyber threats and attacks. Hence, 
expanding the scope of the system to provide security to other types of software systems and 
organizations will remain a topic for future work. Although the crowdtesting approach used in this 
system is reliable, one can never depend on a single technique to ensure that every vulnerable point 
present in the website has been addressed. Hence, it important to emphasize security in the source 
code of the website, along with acclimating different testing approaches and not relying on one 
single approach to declare a website as a secure place.  
 Open issues that should be included in future work incorporate designing a reputation 
system for Secure Startup, that help in filtering out malicious users easily. Future work could also 
implement online bots on different social media platforms to hire more number of testers and study 
the interactions between bots and humans on a wider range to increase the effectiveness of the bot. 
Conducting an in-depth study to evaluate the usability of the system by analyzing the system 
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